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“The range of learning
opportunities provide well for
pupils’ spiritual, moral, social and
cultural development, including
their knowledge and
understanding of British Values.”
“Tolerance and understanding of
others’ cultures and beliefs are
actively promoted.”
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Where pupils achieve and excel
Choosing a school for your child can be a daunting decision. We

Our Core Values

hope that this prospectus will give you an introduction to the high
quality education your child will receive at James Bateman.

• To provide high quality education for all pupils regardless of
ability or background

Changes over the last few years have seen us ranked as one of
the highest performing middle schools in the county. High

• To promote an ethos of high expectations for all learners by all
staff

academic standards are achieved within a caring and supportive
• To encourage individuals to strive to be the best they can be
school community. Our focus is on excellence in all that we do.
Our school community of pupils, parents, staff and governors all
work together to provide an engaging learning environment that
ensures each pupil fulfils their potential.

• To encourage all pupils to take full responsibility for their
actions
• To develop confident, ambitious learners through fulfilment of
academic, creative and expressive potential

We all learn best when we are happy and supported, challenged
and encouraged. At James Bateman we strive to make sure
learning is enriching and enjoyable. We work with every pupil to
nurture their individual abilities and to equip them for success,
both academically and in terms of life skills.

The atmosphere at James Bateman is very special and we would
welcome visits so that you can experience it yourself.
Tracy Price Head Teacher
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Creating Enquiring Minds

High quality teaching leading to
outstanding progress
Pupils at James Bateman will experience a wide variety of learning

Egyptian.’ This approach continues into Y6. We feel that by

opportunities during their time with us. We have extremely high

offering a primary approach our pupils gain the nurturing and

expectations of our pupils; skilled teachers tailor programmes of

secure environment they are familiar with from their first schools,

learning to meet the needs of all pupils ensuring they consistently

whilst still being able to take full advantage of our fantastic

make excellent progress.

facilities and specialist staff expertise in areas such as Science, PE
and MFL. Our key stage two classes also have the added benefit

Our assessment and tracking systems mean pupils’ learning is

of a full-time, highly trained teaching assistant who fully supports

closely monitored; pupils receive a curriculum personalised to their

the class teacher to maximise the progress of all pupils.

needs. A range of carefully planned intervention programmes is
also available for pupils who have specific needs.

As pupils move into Y7 & Y8 the curriculum takes on a different
guise; pupils will be taught by specialist teachers, ensuring

We have a curriculum second to none. Our ‘primary school’

complex learning is carefully taught through a mix of practical

approach to KS2, where pupils spend the majority of their time

tasks, thoughtful debates and theory based lessons. This ensures

with one teacher, enables a smooth and highly effective transition

that when pupils leave us for high school, they are well prepared

from the first school. From the outset Y5 pupils enjoy exciting and

for the challenges of GCSEs. Pupils’ day to day learning is

purposeful learning experiences where subjects are linked together

supported by a wide range of visits, residential trips and in-house

by engaging themes such as ‘Britain at War,’ and ‘Walk like an

enrichment activities.
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Home learning is carefully set to compliment learning in school.

opportunity to represent the school in matches and fixtures across

Pupils will receive weekly home learning in Maths, Science and

the county. Our Sports Leaders enjoy the responsibility of

English as well as cross-curricular projects that help learners to

organising and supporting festivals for our first school pupils. Our

apply deeper knowledge from across a wider spectrum of subjects.

artists take part in competitions and have their work on display in
and around the city of Stoke-on-Trent. Graphics is a new addition

Our drive and ambition has raised academic standards so that we

to our KS3 curriculum and pupils are getting even more

are now above the national expectations in all key areas, however

opportunity to demonstrate their creativity with the latest

we recognise that education is so much more than this. Through a

computer software.

broad and balanced curriculum we promote participation in the
arts with many pupils forming our choir and school band. They go
‘on tour’ at Christmas performing to a wide range of community
groups and in the town of Biddulph. Young Voices is a key event
on our calendar, giving pupils the chance to perform in
Manchester at the MEN arena – an experience to be cherished!
Each year we have a school production which encourages
everyone to get involved, either as cast or backstage crew. We
have school teams in all the major sports and they get the

OFSTED 2015

“The most-able pupils are making rapid
progress.”

“Teachers know the pupils well and
carefully plan learning that challenges all
abilities.”
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Achieving and Excelling

Highest performing middle school in
reading and maths
Year on year since 2012 standards have been rising at James

Attitude to learning is something we place huge value on. Pupils

Bateman. Our new primary approach in Y5 and Y6 has been

are rewarded for positive behaviour and excellent attendance in

extremely positive, the development of a curriculum which

the form of activity days, film and popcorn afternoons and non

enthuses, engages and challenges has led to greater knowledge

uniform days.

and a deeper understanding of the skills required to make
successful learners. The promotion of high expectations from all

Our achievements in reading are the best in the county and this

staff to all pupils has meant that only the best is now good

has been recognised by OFSTED and as a result we have become

enough.

a school sign posted as an example of good practice. We have
presented our work to other local authorities and we are currently

We take every opportunity to celebrate success. Our weekly

supporting schools in the West Midlands. Our Maths progress is

Special Mentions Assembly recognises achievement in all areas of

also the best in the the Staffordshire Middle Schools.

the curriculum and beyond. We hold an annual awards evening
which again recognises effort and resilience as well as attainment.

Such achievements are a result of staff and pupils working

Afternoon tea, where our most improved readers invite guests to

together, constantly improving and wanting to give their best.

celebrate with them, has been hugely popular with pupils and
families.
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Key Performance Indicators
Y6 SATS – ATTAINMENT

OFSTED 2015

SCHOOL

NATIONAL

L4+ Reading

96%

89%

L4+ Writing

89%

85%

L4+ Maths

94%

86%

Y6 SATS – PROGRESS
Pupils making at least 2 levels progress
Reading

99%

91%

Writing

95%

93%

Maths

98%

89%

ATTENDANCE

96%

94.7%

“The school has high expectations for the
achievement of all pupils.”
“Pupils’ positive attitudes to their work
contribute to the good progress they
make.”

“The high levels of performance and good
progress means pupils are well prepared
for the high school.”
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Encouraging and Enriching

Extensive cross curricular and
enrichment opportunities
The staff at James Bateman offer a huge range of extra-curricular

participate eagerly in supporting a range of charities, including

clubs and visits. Sports clubs such as table tennis, basketball,

baking for Macmillan’s World’s Largest Coffee Morning, and making

football and netball run every lunchtime. Afrer school pupils can

donations to support those closer to home through our harvest

try their hand at dance, golf, gymnastics or cross country. All they

festival. They support the Poppy Appeal, and respectfully

require is enthusiasm!

participate in remembrance activities every year.

Our music department holds drama clubs and there is a school

A range of opportunities are available for pupils to meet the wider

choir. Art clubs, computer clubs and an after school cookery club

community and to explore other cultures. Regular community

are also very popular.

lunches, where local people join us, take place in Café JB; pupils
visit local care homes to entertain residents with Christmas carols;

Visits from authors, drama groups, musicians and charities also

and visits such as the Germany and London trips enable pupils to

support our curriculum.

reflect on how historical events shape their future.

Our school has excellent links with the local community, and

The pupils’ enthusiasm to take the initiative and help others is

makes the most of every opportunity to encourage pupils to

fundamental to our school ethos. Supported by a dedicated staff

participate in activities which develop their responsibility and

and working closely with parents, pupils become responsible,

empathy towards others.

tolerant and law-abiding citizens who are well prepared for life in
modern Britain.

Fundraising is an integral part of school life. Pupils organise and
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Nurturing and Supporting

Caring for every pupil – responding to
individual needs
Our connection with our pupils starts in Year 3. Pupils from a

to give them roles and responsibilities. Such roles prepare them

variety of feeder schools are invited to attend taster days, join

for life in the adult world and, encourages pupils to care for, and

targeted clubs and meet staff and pupils at our school in a

support each other.

friendly and non threatening way. The liaison between James
Bateman and the first schools is exceptional. This ensures all staff

These include: Prefects, Learning mentor, Buddies, School

have a good understanding of each child’s potential and their

councillors, Nurture group and Bully busters

specific needs.
Our care is not confined to the school day. Wrap around care is
The ethos of our school is one of nurturing personalities and

available to all of our pupils with a breakfast club each morning

allowing pupils to develop and grow as independent learners.

and an after school club available until 6.00pm each evening. In

When placed in a form group, your child will be taught mainly by

addition we offer a full and varied programme of extra-curricular

the form tutor and the importance of the form tutor in your child’s

activities.

life is never underestimated. They are the people that will know
your child the best. We pride ourselves on the strength of our
pastoral team, a team that endeavours to make sure your child
achieves the highest standards possible and to ensure that they
are safe and happy.

OFSTED 2015

“Pupils’ behaviour is good. They enjoy
being at school and have a very positive
attitude to their learning”.

As your child progresses through the school we feel it is important
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Promoting British Values

Celebrating our ethos
British Values Statement

value and reasons behind laws, that they govern and protect us,

At James Bateman Junior High School we ensure that through our

the responsibilities that this involves and the consequences when

school vision we promote tolerance and respect for all cultures,

laws are broken.

faiths and lifestyles. We value the ethnic backgrounds of all pupils

Individual Liberty

and families and undertake a variety of events and lessons to

Within school, pupils are actively encouraged to make choices,

celebrate and explore these alongside other cultures in our

knowing that they are in a safe and supportive environment. As a

country.

school we educate and provide boundaries for young pupils to

Our approach teaches tolerance and respect for the differences in

make choices safely, through provision of a safe environment and

our community and the wider world. We believe that we have a

empowering education.

duty to prepare our children for life in modern Britain and to keep

Mutual Respect

them safe.

Respect is one of our core values which has been discussed in
depth. Pupils learn that their behaviours have an effect on their

Democracy
Pupils have many opportunities for their voices to be heard. We
value the voice of our pupils and promote democratic processes
such as our school council and house/sports captains whose
members are voted for by the pupils.

own rights and those of others. Our Behaviour Policy engenders
our basic belief in mutual respect. This is integral in classroom
rules and is reinforced in day to day teaching and assemblies.

Tolerance of those of Different Faiths and Beliefs
James Bateman is situated in an area which is not greatly

The Rule of Law

culturally diverse, therefore we place great emphasis on promoting

The importance of Laws, whether they be those that govern the

diversity and tolerance of others beliefs with the pupils.

class, the school, or the country, are consistently reinforced

Assemblies are regularly planned to promote to diversity through

throughout regular school days, as well as when dealing with

the inclusion of stories and celebrations from a variety of faiths

behaviour and through school assemblies. Pupils are taught the

and cultures. Our RE and PSHE teaching reinforce this.
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